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9v9 - Overloads - Utilizing the extra players

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Rondo to target - 
1 ball on a cone in the middle of the area - the ball is coned off in its
own area that no one can enter to defend (defender needs to be active
to win the ball and not just linger around the ball) or attack (can not
just sit on top of it / cherry pick, they need to find the space to get the
ball)

Rather than just doing a regular rondo / keep away - Can the players
now keep the ball and move it away from the defender in order to get a
clear shot / pass on the target ball in the middle.
The defender should be pressing the ball each time in order to take
the time and space away from the player in possession but can their
team mates be an option to move the ball away from the defender and
into space - Playing around the defender not through.

If the team who is keeping the ball knocks the ball off the cone in the
middle, the same defender stays in. If the defender wins the ball, the
person they won it from now becomes the defender. Defenders only
swap once possession is gained either by getting control of the ball or knocking it our of play - the ball hitting them does not count as
possession of the ball.
Goalkeepers - if you want to encourage goalkeepers in this activity , they can use their hands to try and win the ball - attacking the ball with
their hand (being brave to collect the ball).

Coaching points - 
- Take advantage of the extra players - move the ball to keep possession away from the defender
- Move off the ball - if you do not have the ball, can you move into a position that will help your team keep it. Can they pass to you without
the defender getting it.
- Communication - Talk to and help each other with your decisions. Encourage team mates to move into space / passing lanes. Let the
player on the ball know where the defender is - should they keep the ball and dribble or should they find a pass quickly.

Rondo to target

Set Up:
2v1s to goal - The team of 2 attackers starts with the ball. As soon as
they touch it into play a defender can come and close them down.
Condition the players so they have a specific time limit to score - start
with 10 seconds and the better they become the quicker they become
too so lower the time limit if appropriate
If the defender wins the ball they get a point by passing the ball back
to the keeper or dribbling over the opposite end line
Progression -
Add in ofsides so they need to be clever with ther runs
Aim:
Players to recognise how to create goalscoring chances - Movement
on and off the ball
Coaching Points:
Shooting technique

2v1 to goal



Dribbling technique
Passing technique
Communication - Visual and verbal - talking and hand gestures to communicate where the ball should go

2 Scrimmages going on side by side - 2 larger teams are divided
evenly.
Both fields have even amount of players on - field A has 3v3/4v4
(pinnie v non pinnie) field B has a 3v3/4v4 (pinnie v non pinnie).
If a team scores on a field, the goal scorer then runs over and joins
their team mates on the other field - for example if a player scores for
the pinnie team on field B, they then run over and join the pinnie team
on field A.
Why? In scoring a goal and switching fields, they are giving their team
on the other field an advantage by giving them 1 extra player (creating
an overload) ie Field A now has a 4v3 in favor of pinnies. But field B is
3v2 in favor of the non pinnies team who did not score - this gives
them an opportunity to utilize their extra player and take advantage of
having more players on the field and to try and even the scores.
If the fields become very lopsided - Majority of players are on Field A -
make it that if the teams on Field B score they can call a team mate to
come onto their field to help them out, still giving the same idea of
having a player advantage on one field / a player less on the other or
going from being short handed to now being even strength again.
Coaching Points - 
- Lots of passing and moving in possession of the ball in order to keep the ball from the other team.
- If in an overloaded team, can you utilize the extra player - move the ball and the defenders to keep finding the extra player who is free.
- If you are playing short handed - Play compact and close together not giving the team on the ball time and space to pass around you (not
through you as a team) - do not lunge into challenges/ over commit, making it easy for them to get around you.
- Communication - Help each other out by talking, moving, pointing to where you want to be or the ball to go.

Score - Swap Fields

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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